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Current Share Price: $98.98

ADR Ratio (ORD:DR): 5:1

FY 2024 Target Price: $117.05

Safe Entry Price: $87.5-$95

Implied Upside: 23.21% - 33.7%
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Business Overview

▪ TSMC, established in 1987, pioneered the pure-play foundry business 
model with an exclusive focus on manufacturing its customers’
products.

▪ TSMC is the world's largest semiconductor foundry, with a market 
share of over 50%.

▪ TSMC’s growth was mainly driven by the continued expansion of 5G
and high-performance computing (HPC)-related applications.

▪ In 2022, the Company manufactured 12,698 different products using 
288 distinct technologies for 532 different customers.

▪ TSMC's customers are Apple, Qualcomm, AMD, Broadcom, Nvidia

Key Stats

Revenue Breakdown by Resolution Revenue and EPS growth/recent comp news

TSMC Overview

*Ticker price f rom google

Market Cap: $469.8B LTM Revenue: $67.17B

Enterprise Value: 
$453.56B

LTM EBITDA: $45.58B

Price/Share: $18.12 Price/ADR: $98.98*

Profit Margin: 41.4%

Note: Metrics are taken from CapIQ which might be 
different from other
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Opportunities with the Industry

◼ Increasing demand for semiconductors: The demand for 
semiconductors is growing rapidly due to the proliferation of 
electronic devices, such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, and 
wearable devices.

◼ Advancements in semiconductor technology: Semiconductor 
technology is constantly evolving, with new and more complex ICs 
being developed all the time. This requires foundries to invest 
heavily in research and development to stay ahead of the curve.

◼ Miniaturization of semiconductors: Semiconductors are 
becoming increasingly smaller and more complex, which is making 
them more expensive to manufacture.

◼ The rise of fabless semiconductor companies: Fabless 
semiconductor companies are becoming increasingly important in 
the semiconductor industry, as they are able to design ICs more 
quickly and efficiently than traditional IDMs (integrated device 
manufacturers). This has led to an increased demand for foundry 
services

◼ Government Subsidies: New government subsidies designed to 
support capabilities for manufacturing advanced chips. Taiwan 
government allows local chipmakers to turn up to 25 percent of 
their annual research and development expenses into tax credits

Challenges within the industry:

◼ The high cost of capital: The cost of building and operating a fab 
is very high, which is making it difficult for new companies to enter 
the industry.

◼ The risk of obsolescence:The semiconductor industry is 
constantly evolving, and companies must constantly invest in new 
technologies to stay competitive.

◼ The geopolitical landscape: The semiconductor industry is highly
concentrated in a few countries, which makes it vulnerable to 
geopolitical risks.

Industry Growth Rate

◼ The global semiconductor market is expected to grow from $622.3 
billion in 2022 to $1 trillion by 2030.

◼ The demand for semiconductors is expected to grow at a CAGR of 
8.6% from 2022 to 2030.

◼ The Asia-Pacific region is expected to be the fastest-growing 
market for semiconductors, with a CAGR of 9.2% from 2022 to 
2030.

Industry Overview
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Investment Thesis

▪ TSMC captures ~55% of the semiconductor foundry industry and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 8.5% over the 
next five years, driven by the increasing demand for chips in a wide range of products, including 
smartphones, computers, data centers, and IoT devices

Market leader in a growing industry

Leading-edge Technology

▪ TSMC has a significant competitive moat due to its technological leadership, scale, and customer relationships. The 
company is one of the few foundries in the world that can produce chips at the most advanced nodes, such as 5nm 
and 3nm. TSMC also has a long history of working with the world's leading chip designers,such as 
Apple, Nvidia, and AMD

▪ TSMC started productionof 3nm chips in 2023 and its’s on track to start producing 2nm chips by 2025

Growth in Emerging Technologies

▪ TSMC is benefiting from several secular trends, such as the growth of 5G, artificial intelligence, and the Internet of 
Things. These trends are driving demand for more powerful and sophisticated chips, which TSMC is well-positioned 
to supply
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POSITIVE DEMAND AND RIGHT PRODUCT-RIGHT TIME

Growth Outlook by Platform

Platform
Revenue

(%)
Outlook

Our 
view

Smartphones 45%
• In short-term, there is slow down in 5G adoption and prolonging replacement of 4G.
• Over long-term, 5G implementation is inevitable along with the emerging features 

that will boost the smartphone sales

High 
Performance
Computing 
(HPC)

25%

• Major HPC unit shipments declined 11% in 2022, due to prolonged high inflation, 
macro-economic uncertainty and inventory overbuilt, all resulting in weak demand 
on the consumer side.

• Over long-term, to accommodate energy efficient computing there is requirement 
for higher performance and more power-efficient HPCs.

Internet of 
Things (IoT) 15%

• With accelerated digital transformation, IoT unit shipments grew 18% in 2022, with 
smart health devices, smart retail, and smart manufacturing as the major 
growth drivers.

• Overall, as IoT devices take on more AI functions, they will require higher 
performance but lower power controllers, connectivity ICs and various types of 
sensors.

Automotive 10%

• The entire automotive industry is moving toward “greener, safer and smarter,” which
will accelerate the adoption of electric vehicles (EVs), advanced driver assistance 
systems (ADAS) and smart cockpit/infotainment systems architecture.

• TSMC offers a wide variety of relevant process technologies to enable customers to
deliver competitive products in the automotive market.

Digital 
Consumer Ele
ctronics (DCE)

5%

• While some high-end areas such as large screen, 120Hz/144Hz high frame rate TV, 
voice AI control and WiFi 6 connectivity will continue to show good growth, fears of 
economic recession may stifle overall recovery.

• Regardless of the timing of the recovery, TSMC advanced technologies will continue 
to enable DCE customers to create and differentiate their innovative products
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Competitive advantages 

➢ Technological leadership: TSMC is the world's most advanced 
semiconductor manufacturer, giving it a competitive edge over 
rivals.

➢ Global manufacturing presence: TSMC has fabs in multiple 
countries, reducing supply chain risks and expanding market 
reach.

➢ Commitment to innovation: TSMC continuously invests in
R&D to maintain its technological lead.

➢ Large volume, economies of scale

➢ Low cost and Trust of service & quality

➢ First-mover advantage in advanced chip manufacturing 
technology

Growth opportunities

➢ Expanding into automotive and industrial semiconductor markets

➢ Developing new technologies like advanced packaging and 3D 
chip stacking

➢ Acquiring other semiconductor companies to expand product 
portfolio and access new technologies

➢ Expanding manufacturing capacity in Taiwan, Arizona, and Japan 
to meet growing demand and maintain market leadership

Dominant Market Share

◼ Market Share over 50%

➢ In 2017, the company held a market share of 48.6%. This grew 
to 53.1% in 2021 and 55.5% in 2022. In 2023, TSMC's market 
share is expected to reach 56.5%.

Growth Opportunities & Competitive Advantages

Source: Statista
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TSMC's Performance
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▪ 28% YoY revenue growth over last 4 years

▪ Earnings follow the same trend showing the 
capability of how profitable the business is
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Capital Expenditure Invested Capital

▪ This business requires continuous 
investment in R&D and PPE so being cash 
rich is a competitive advantage
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DCF Valuation

Valuation
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Economic Downturns & Geopolitical Risks

◼ Economic Downturns: The semiconductor industry is cyclical, and 
TSMC's business is highly correlated with the overall health of the 
global economy. An economic downturn could lead to a decrease 
in demand for semiconductors, which would hurt TSMC's revenue 
and profits.

◼ Semiconductor foundry industry is currently going through 
inventory correction caused by excess inventory levels 
accumulated during COVID-19 pandemic time due to supply chain 
complexities.

◼ Geopolitical risks: Taiwan is a politically sensitive region, and there 
is a risk that the country could be involved in a conflict with China. 
This could disrupt TSMC's operations and supply chain.

Mitigations

◼ TSMC is diversifying its manufacturing footprint across multiple 
countries to mitigate geopolitical risk and ensure a stable supply of 
semiconductors.

❖ Arizona, USA: Building a $12 billion fab expected to start 
production in 2024, producing 5-nanometer chips.

❖ Japan: Building a $7 billion fab expected to start production in 
2024, producing 3-nanometer chips.

❖ Germany: Considering building a fab to produce 3-nanometer 
chips.

❖ Singapore: Expanding existing fab to produce 3-nanometer 
chips at a cost of $3.5 billion.

Risk & Mitigation 
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Experienced Management Team

Dr. Mark Liu
Chairman

Dr. Mark Liu is Chairman of Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (TSMC). 
Prior to assuming this post, he was President 
and Co-CEO of TSMC from 2013 to 2018, where 
he oversaw TSMC's leading-edge technology 
development, and was Co-Chief Operating 
Officer from 2012 to 2013.

Dr. C.C Wei
Chief Executive Officer

Dr. C. C. Wei is Chief Executive Officer of Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (TSMC). 
Prior to this appointment, Dr. Wei was TSMC's 
President and Co-CEO from November 2013 to 
June 2018 and Co-Chief Operating Officer from 
March 2012 to November 2013. From 2009 to 
2012, he was TSMC's Senior Vice President of 
Business Development.

Key Takeaways

1. Extensive experience in the 
semiconductor industry: Mark Liu
and C.C Wei have a long and 
distinguished career in the 
semiconductor industry, spanning 
over three decades.

2. Strong track record of innovation: 
Dr. Liu is credited with establishing 
TSMC's first 12-inch fab and 
leading the development of the 
company's GIGAFAB® operations.
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Insider Holdings
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Semiconductor Value Chain
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Competitors Customers

Competitive Landscape

□ Samsung

□ Intel

□ Global foundries

□ SMIC

□ UMC

□ Powerchip Semiconductor Manufacturing

TSMC's Advantage

◼ Invests heavily into R&D, which has led to TSMC developing the 3-
nanometer node, which is the most advanced node currently in 
production

◼ Works more closely with their customers and tailors manufacturing 
processes to meet customer demands accordingly

◼ Currently operate the most advanced semiconductor fabrication 
facilities, allowing TSMC to meet high demand for advanced chips 
while maintaining cost-effectiveness

◼ Customers already have long-standing relationship with TSMC; 
switching chip foundries would be a very time-consuming and 
expensive process for them

◼ In 2022, yield and DPSC (defects per square centimeter) for their 5 
nm process were 92% and 0.10 respectively, beating out giants like 
Samsung and Intel


